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65% of 
listeners are 
likely to buy 
a product 
after 
hearing an 
ad on a 
podcast
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https://www.adweek.com/digital/65-
listeners-are-likely-buy-product-
after-hearing-ad-podcast-173299/

Get in early, because the “big” 
podcasts are always full.

https://medium.com/swlh/i-spent-51-975-on-
podcast-advertising-and-now-i-know-
something-e3be38cb4b6c

“Podcast listeners really are the holy 
grail advertisers hoped they’d be.” – 
Wired.com

https://www.wired.com/story/apple-podcast-
analytics-first-month/

“Podcast advertising has been found 
to increase key metrics like 
awareness, ad recall, affinity, 
recommendation and purchase intent.

https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/article/
2019/how-podcast-advertising-measures-up/



About The Show 3

A nature show with the most reluctant host ever.  
Think of the hit British travel show An Idiot 
Abroad, but the host is the idiot and going 
outdoors.  
 
Season 1 follows host Ivy Le on all the steps to 
organize her own camping trip, oddly challenging 
to do for someone who hasn’t grown up doing it 
and owns no gear. 
 
Projected Audience Size: 1,000 downloads per 
episode in 2019. 

FOGO: Fear of Going Outside
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“Podcasting is about to get a 
lot less white and male.	

	
https://www.elle.com/culture/a22074514/spotify-

sound-up-bootcamp-winners/	

“I’m kinda fascinated with the idea of the 
most city slickers of city slickers who are afraid 

of pretty much anything that hasn’t been 
nicely shaped for humans. Now there’s a 

podcast all about this. 
 

https://www.americaninno.com/austin/newsletters/	

“I’ve learned more about the perspectives 
of people of color through podcasting 

than anywhere else.”  
 

https://newsroom.spotify.com/2018-07-11/amplifying-female-voices-
of-color-through-the-power-of-podcast/	

FOGO 
Buzz FOGO is already getting noticed. 

Just wait until launch.  
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Host
Host and creator of FOGO. Selected to be 
one of the 10 out of 18,000 applicants to 
attend Spotify’s first SoundUp Bootcamp for 
aspiring women of color podcasters. She 
performs comedy in Austin, Texas where she is 
based, and has served as the beer reporter for 
the Austin Chronicle.  
 
She used to tell this story about going 
crawdad fishing in the creek by her childhood 
home, but in college, some friends took her to 
a real creek, and she learned that what she 
knew was her neighborhood sewer.  
 

IVY LE
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About the 
Audience

There are 2 types 
of FOFOGOs (Fans 
of Fear of Going 
Outside).



A peep at some distant orb has power to raise and purify 
our thoughts like a strain of sacred music

Avid 
Indoorspeople

1
• People who are also highly skeptical of the outdoors, 

excited to see their perspective represented. 

• Is your brand in-home or does it have cosmopolitan 
brand attributes? 

Source: Based on mailing list, Kickstarter backers, and 
social media following data.



A peep at some distant orb has power to raise and purify 
our thoughts like a strain of sacred music

Avid 
Outdoorspeople

2
• People who LOVE the outdoors, who think the show’s 

premise absurd and hilarious.  

• Does your brand align with adventure?

Source: Based on mailing list, Kickstarter backers, and 
social media following data.
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Appeals to both men and women
Fan base is evenly split between men and women. 

Ages 25-45
Most listeners fall between ages 24 and 45

Progressive
Politically progressive. Listeners care about the climate 
crisis and are pleased to support representation of 
women of color in media.

Source: Based on mailing list, 110 Kickstarter backers,  
and social media following data.



Podcast Fans 
Have Higher 
Incomes 
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Source: https://www.nielsen.com/content/dam/corporate/us/en/reports-downloads/2017-reports/audio-today-report-june-2017.pdf

more likely to have 

$75,000+ annual income 32%

45%

37%
more likely to have 

$100,000+ annual income 

more likely to have 

$250,000+ annual income 
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Ad Rates

Partner by the 
episode or by 
the season.
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Rates By 
Episode

Midroll Ad
• 60 sec - $120 per episode 

• Includes first right of refusal 
for Season 2 and email 
newsletter mentions 

Endroll Ad
• 60 sec - $105 per episode 

• Includes first right of refusal for 
Season 2 and email newsletter 
mentions 
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Advertise for all 12 traditional episodes 
of Season 1 plus the bonus live show, 
“What to Do in a Zombie Apocalypse.”

Partner for the entire 
season and enjoy 20% 
off.

Avoid 
FOMO.



Other 
Fogotastic 
Partnership 
Opportunities
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Product Placement*
Because of FOGO is a reality show in its 
essence, host Ivy Le interacts with the 
world in every episode. Your products or 
services could be in her world, directly in 
the ears of FOGO listeners. 
*In-episode product placement partners 
must also be midroll or endroll advertisers.

Branded Episode
If your company has a meaningful mission 
or great people and a great story, an 8-10 
minute bonus episode produced by the 
FOGO team could be the set piece for 
your content strategy this year. 

IRL and Digital Events
Imagine funny live-streamed demos, an 
AMA (Ask Me Anything) to delight your 
customers, branded outdoor adventure 
meetups, or a sponsored sketch at the live 
taping of the “What to Do in a Zombie 
Apocalypse” episode.  

Merchandise
Do you have a product avid indoorspeople 
or avid outdoorspeople would love? Let’s 
talk about cobranding!
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Contact:
Fogopodcast.com
Facebook.com/fogopodcast

Insta: @fogopodcast
Email: Ivy Le, creator, 
ivylewrites@gmail.com

Call or Text 512-693-7807


